
IMPORTANT PEOPLE LIST 

 

 

NAMES WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT? 

JANE GOODALL Dame Jane Morris Goodall (born Valerie Jane Morris-Goodall on 3 April           
1934) is an English primatologist and anthropologist Considered to be the           
world's foremost expert on chimpanzees, Goodall is best known for her           
over 55-year study of social and family interactions of wild chimpanzees           
since she first went to Gombe Stream National Park in Tanzania in 1960 

JASE WADE Jessica Alice Feinmann Wade BEM is a British physicist in the Blackett            

Laboratory at Imperial College London. Her research investigates        
polymer-based organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) Her public        
engagement involves work in science, technology, engineering, and        
mathematics (STEM) as well as championing women in physics and tackling           
gender bias on Wikipedia. 

MALALA Malala Yousafzai (born 12 July 1997) also known mononymously as Malala,           
is a Pakistani activist for female education and the youngest Nobel Prize            
laureate. She is known for human rights advocacy, especially the education           
of women and children in her native Swat Valley in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,            
northwest Pakistan. 

JEAN JACQUES 
MUYEMBE 

Jean-Jacques Muyembe is a Congolese microbiologist. He is the General          
Director of the Democratic Republic of the Congo Institut National pour la            
Recherche Biomedicale (INRB). He was part of team at the Yambuku           
Catholic Mission Hospital that investigated the first Ebola outbreak, and          
was part of the effort that discovered Ebola as a new disease. In August              
2019, he led the research that discovered the most effective treatment for            
Ebola 

NELSON MANDELA Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela (18 July 1918 – 5 December 2013) was a South             
African anti-apartheid revolutionary, political leader, and philanthropist       
who served as President of South Africa from 1994 to 1999. He was the              
country's first black head of state and the first elected in a fully             
representative democratic election. His government focused on       
dismantling the legacy of apartheid by tackling institutionalised racism and          
fostering racial reconciliation. 

OSCAR CAMPS Born in Barcelona, Camps was the owner of a lifeguard company based 

in Badalona, Pro-Activa Serveis Aquatics, which was dedicated to 

maritime services, specifically water security and lifeguarding. In the 

context of the refugee crisis, during the Syrian Civil War, when 

thousands were losing their lives trying to reach Europe, Camps decided 

to move to Lesbos, a Greek island near Turkey, to evaluate the situation 

on the ground and help them. 

 

PERSI DIACONIS Persi Warren Diaconis is an American mathematician of Greek descent and 
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former professional magician.. 

He is particularly known for tackling mathematical problems involving 
randomness and randomization, such as coin flipping and shuffling playing 
cards. 

VALENTINA 
TERESHKOVA 

Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova  born 6 March 1937, is a member of 
the Russian State Duma, engineer, and former cosmonaut. She is the first 
and youngest woman to have flown in space with a solo mission on the 
Vostok 6 on 16 June 1963. She orbited the Earth 48 times, spent almost 
three days in space, and remains the only woman to have been on a solo 
space mission. 

STEVIE WONDER Stevland Hardaway Morris (né Judkins; born May 13, 1950), better          
known by his stage name Stevie Wonder, is an American singer,           
songwriter, musician and record producer. A prominent figure in         
popular music, he is one of the most successful songwriters and           
musicians in the history of music. Through his heavy use of electronic            
instruments and innovative sounds, Wonder became a pioneer and         
influence to musicians of various genres including pop, rhythm and          
blues, soul, funk and rock. 

FRIDA KAHLO Frida Kahlo born Magdalena Carmen Frida Kahlo y Calderón; 6 July 1907            
– 13 July 1954 was a Mexican painter known for her many portraits,             
self-portraits, and works inspired by the nature and artifacts of          
Mexico.Her paintings often had strong autobiographical elements and        
mixed realism with fantasy. In addition to belonging to the          
post-revolutionary Mexicayotl movement, which sought to define a        
Mexican identity, Kahlo has been described as a surrealist or magical           
realist 

TIMOTHY JOHN 
BERNERS 

Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee OM KBE FRS FREng FRSA FBCS (born 8 June 1955),              
also known as TimBL, is an English engineer and computer scientist best            
known as the inventor of the World Wide Web. He is a Professorial Fellow              
of Computer Science at the University of Oxford and a professor at the             
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Berners-Lee proposed an        

information management system on 12 March 1989, then implemented the          
first successful communication between a Hypertext Transfer Protocol        
(HTTP) client and server via the internet in mid-November 

YEO BEE YIN Yeo Bee Yin born 26 May 1983 is a Malaysian politician from the             
Democratic Action Party (DAP), a component party in the Pakatan          
Harapan (PH) ruling coalition. Yeo was the former Minister of Energy,           
Science, Technology, Environment and Climate Change. She is also the          
incumbent Member of Parliament (MP) for Bakri in Johor. Previously          
she was the former Member of the Selangor State Legislative Assembly           
for the Damansara Utama state seat for one term from 2013 to 2018. 

MARTIN LUTHER KING was a Baptist minister and civil-rights activist who had a seismic impact 
on race relations in the United States, beginning in the mid-1950s. 

BOB DYLAN is an American singer-songwriter, author, and visual artist who has been 
a major figure in popular culture for more than fifty years.  became 
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anthems for the civil rights movement and anti-war movement. 

VIRGINIA WOOLF  was an English writer, considered one of the most important modernist 
20th-century authors. Woolf became one of the central subjects of the 
1970s movement of feminist criticism.  

GRETA THUMBERG Young sweden environment activist.  

HEDY LAMARR  was an Austrian-born American film actress and inventor. She invented 
what we know as WIFI nowadays.  
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